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Building on seven strong editions, the eighth edition maintains the organization and approach for

which Object-Oriented and Classical Software Engineering is known while making significant

improvements and additions to content as well as problems and projects. The revisions for the

eighth edition make the text easier to use in a one-semester course. Integrating case studies to

show the object oriented approach to software engineering, Object-Oriented and Classical Software

Engineering, 8/e presents an excellent introduction to software engineering fundamentals, covering

both traditional and object-oriented techniques. While maintaining a unique organization with Part I

covering underlying software engineering theory, and Part II presenting the more practical life cycle,

the eighth edition includes significant revision to problems, new content, as well as a new chapter to

enable instructors to better-utilize the book in a one-semester course. Complementing this

well-balanced approach is the straightforward, student-friendly writing style, through which difficult

concepts are presented in a clear, understandable manner.
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If you'd like, I can just plug my ears. Seriously, this book is so AWFUL, I can barely read it. Nothing

is well explained. There are diagrams right in the middle of a flow of text (not in the good way). Let's

start with the explanations, they throw 'terms' at you, like 'flow diagram' then barely explain how to

draw one, or what the symbols mean. Then have problems asking for answers which are based on

their vague explanations. Later they put those symbols in the middle of the text. Right where you



can't read the text as easily. Not as a help, but as additional material. I am seriously considering

contacting the chair of the department, asking this book not be used again. The internet is likely

better resource.

Honestly this a decent resource. But then again so is the internet which has everything this textbook

does and is also a lot cheaper.Cautionary tale for those renting this via kindle, they consider a

semester to be 2 months so if you are expecting to be able to rent the textbook for the entire

semester you better be ready to shell out an extra $30 or so on top of the listed price. In other words

just go buy a used copy for the same price.

As expected.

I got this book for my Software Engineering class, and have to say it is an easy read, and provides

an in depth study on each topic introduced. It is hardcover (which is always a plus for me, I am not a

big fan of paperback) and is not too large, where it is a pain to lug it around. The book is in color,

which is nice for the many illustrations and diagrams presented in the text. In the end it is an easy

read and has an in depth analysis on all the topics. While I got this for a class, I highly enjoyed it

and plan to keep it for future reference.

My husband purchased this for his studies when he was earning his MBA. He had wonderful grades

and he now is an MBA. I'll say it works.

Barely used it, really does a poor job covering UML.

The book is very high detailed information about the different ways to manage software engineering

projects. Some concepts were very confusing but overall good book.

The book is needed in one of my classes. So I had to get it. The best part is that its stories and

other explanation are easy to understand.
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